L.M. GOTTSCHALK'S CHOICEST COMPOSITIONS.

BAMBOULA. 1.00
BAJO "GROTESQUE FANTASIE. 1.25
BERCEUSE. (Clara Song.) 75
COLOMBR. (THE DOVE) (Polka) .85
DANSE OSSIANIQUE. 80
DERNIER AMOUR. 1.00
DYING POET. Solo, .75; Four Hands, 1.00
FAIRY LAND SCHOTTISCHE. 75
FOREST GLADE POLKA. Solo, .60; Four Hands, .75
SCINTILLA. (THE SPARK.) (Mazurka.) .15
SERENADE. (Ballade.) .75
SLUMBER ON, BABY DEAR. (Song.) .75
SOLITUDE. .75
TREMOLO. 1.10
WATER SPIRIT POLKA. .85

MARCH DE NUIT. Solo, 1.00; Four Hands, .95
MISERRERE. ("TROVATORE") Solo, 1.25; Four Hands, .90
OJO CRIOLOSO. Solo, .75; Four Hands, 1.00
ORFA GRAND POLKA. .85
OVERTURE. "W.M. TELL" Four Hands, 2.00
PARISINA. Solo, .90; Four Hands, 1.00
PRINTEMPS D'AMOUR MAZURKA. Solo, .75; Four Hands, .95
RADIEUSE GRAND VALSE. Solo, .90; Four Hands, 1.50
REPONDS MOI. Solo, .50; Four Hands, 1.00
RIPORDATI. (Nocturne.) .75
SCINTILLA. (THE SPARK.) (Mazurka.) .75
SERENADE. (Ballade.) .75
SLUMBER ON, BABY DEAR. (Song.) .75
SOLITUDE. .75
TREMOLO. 1.10
VALSE POETIQUE, SOSPIO. .85
WATER SPIRIT POLKA. .85
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"THE BANJO"

BY

GOTTSCHALK.

INTRODUZIONE.

Ardito.

MODERATO.

Tres Rythmé.

Con Spirito.

Copyright 1883 by Celestine Gottschalk and others.
Martellato.

cresc.

P subito.

Martellato
tutta la forza.

cresc.

staccato.

P subito.
Facilité.

Ren misurato e tranquillo.
POPULAR AND PLEASING
SALON AND CONCERT PIECES FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

Melodious and well-harmonized performed by Musicians with exquisite effect.

By Heller

Tempo di Schottische.


POPULAR AND PLEASING
SALON AND CONCERT PIECES FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

Melodious and well-adapted for the pianoforte with accompaniments, and can be played with or without the piano.
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